In most cases the same copyright considerations apply whether the lecture is recorded or not

IF YOU WANT TO USE 3RD PARTY MATERIAL (MATERIAL TO WHICH YOU DO NOT OWN THE COPYRIGHT) CONSIDER:

- Fair dealing exceptions. If your use falls under an exception you can include the work in your lecture capture recording
- Checking the specific terms and conditions/legal statement for online resources to see if it allows the reuse you require
- Obtaining material available under an open licence e.g. Creative Commons
- Getting explicit permission from the rightsholder
- Using the CLA licence. This might be applicable for longer extracts but remember that if you want to include them in a lecture they should be on an electronic reading list so the Library can report the use to the CLA

IF YOU WANT TO REUSE YOUR OWN PUBLISHED MATERIAL

- Check the licence or copyright transfer agreement you signed with the publishers to see what rights you retained

RECORDING LECTURES

- Lectures owned by University
- Speaker has performance rights BUT University IP Policy claims these
- Moral rights are waived in accordance with University IP Policy
- Audience notification is required and students can object to being included
- Copyright and Lecture Capture web pages
  - [http://www2.le.ac.uk/library/services/copyright/library/services/copyright/copyright-and-lecture-capture](http://www2.le.ac.uk/library/services/copyright/library/services/copyright/copyright-and-lecture-capture)

POSTING RECORDINGS EXTERNALLY

- University owns copyright so permission would be required
- Legal exceptions may not apply
- CLA licence will not apply
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